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INTRODUCTION
Ten years ago the US Congress authorized the creation of the Strategic
Petroleum Reserve (SPR) with the intent of bolstering energy security.
Today the Reserve stands at over 450 million barrels of oil--a large and
potentially powerful policy instrument.
The questions surrounding the Reserve, however, are many, complex,
and largely unresolved. This paper examinesthese questions, in the process
reviewing the analytical approaches to resolving them.
The Problems of Oil Supply Disruptions
Supply shocks are a recurrent feature of the modern, petroleum-fueled
economy.Six times since World WarII the world has witnessed disruptions
in the flow of crude oil from the Middle East. In 1953, 1957, and 1967,
taking advantage of excess production capacity, governments and oil
companiescooperated to patch the system together (1, 2).
515
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By the 1970s, this excess capacity had all but vanished, save in the areas
most subject to disruption. The 1973-1974 and 1978-1979 shocks caused
oil prices to skyrocket, and were followed by recession in the industrialized
countries. The damagein terms of lost economic growth in the OECD
and
oil-importing developing countries was staggering. The close historical
relation between oil price increases and recession in the United States is
documentedin (3).
The developmentof buffer stocks can be seen as an attempt to restore the
capability to deliver additional supplies rapidly to the oil marketin periods
of disruption. Such is the view adopted here. Weshall have nothing to say
about the military uses of strategic supplies ; rather our paradigmis that of
political economy. Weapproach the problem from the standpoint of the
United States, but bear firmly in mind the international nature of the oil
trade.
The implications of treating the SPRas an instrument of economicpolicy
are several. First, a frameworkfor analyzing howthe oil market works is
required in order to estimate the Reserve’s potential impact on oil prices.
Second, we need to understand the relationship between oil price shocks
and macroeconomic performance. Finally, we must recognize the SPR’s
role as but one player in the market arena. The actions of others--oilexporting countries, the domestic petroleum industry, other importers that
hold buffer stocks--can make the difference between a potent SPRand an
impotent one.
The Role of Policy
What can be done to alleviate
the problems caused by oil supply
disruptions? Whatshould be done? These questions are meaningless in the
abstract; no policy makessense in the absence of a clearly articulated goal.
Weassume that the goal of policymakers is to advance the economic
welfare of the citizenry to the maximum
extent possible. Here this implies
protecting the economyfrom oil supply disruptions. Whether this goal
stems from altruism or from the desire to remainin office is unimportantfor
our purposes.
Accordingto the well-known"invisible hand" proposition first put forth
by AdamSmith, national economic welfare is maximized when governments allow markets to operate freely. Only when some sort of market
failure is present is there justification for public intervention. The case for
any energy security policy, be it a Strategic Petroleum Reserve, energy
conservation, or anything else, requires a demonstration of market failure.
The justifications for governmentintervention in the oil market on the
groundsthat the interests of private agents and the nation are not identical
are four :
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1. MACROECONOMIC
LOSSES
These have been substantial in the past (4-6).
A large, unanticipated increase in the price of oil generates economiclosses
for oil-importing nations through cyclical losses in aggregate demand,
deteriorating terms of trade, and reducedpotential output. The first effect is
transitory, and is traceable primarily to downwardinflexibility of nominal
wages and nonoil prices, and to demand managementproblems. Related
demand-side costs may stem from the redistribution
of income among
sectors, possibly affecting aggregate demandbecause of differences in
propensities to spend.
The last two effects are more long-term. As oil is a major input to the
economy’sproduction process, an oil price increase will reduce potential
output, i.e. the output attainable with all resources fully and efficiently
employed. Conservation of energy and substitution for energy of other
factors of production (e.g. capital and labor) in a free market will reflect
adjustments to higher energy costs, but the reduction in energy consumption maylower capital and labor productivity (7).
2. MONOPSOr~"
POWER
The United States is a "large player" in the world
petroleum market; its actions affect market outcomes. An example is the
price-control and entitlements program, which subsidized oil imports in the
1970s, thereby putting upwardpressure on world oil prices. Imported oil
thus has an additional cost associated with it (sometimes called the
"monopsony premium"), inasmuch as increased US imports result in
higher prices, and greater wealth transferred abroad.
3. VULNERABILITY
The level of national preparedness could affect the
likelihood of a disruption (8, 9). This argumentclearly applies only to the
case of deliberate action taken by foreign powersagainst the United States.
4. NATIONAL
SECURITY
The nation’s security objectives may cause it to
incur foreign-policy and military costs, regardless of whethera disruption is
deliberately directed against the United States. Anexampleof such a cost is
the maintenance of the Rapid Deployment Force.
Twoadditional arguments for public intervention are based on imperfections in other markets. Informationis the basis for the first; the government
could have confidential access to intelligence regarding future supply
conditions, and thus be in a position to makebetter decisions than private
agents (10). The secondis based on insurance; private agents mayfear to act
in their ownbest interests because they cannot insure against a possible
public outcry for additional government regulation or taxation (e,g,
windfall profits tax) during the disruption, and because of past behavior, the
governmentcannot credibly commititself to avoiding such actions (11).
The importance of each of these arguments is an empirical question, and
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will vary according to circumstance. Thosewhobelieve that the best energy
security policy is to leave everything to the market, however,are obliged to
reject themall.
Fewanalysts favor a public policy of pure laissez-faire. Support for a
strategic reserve, possibly in conjunction with other governmentactions, is
based on a mixture of theoretical and practical considerations. The
alternatives to augmentingsupply in order to lower price necessarily entail
discouraging demand or price regulation. The unpalatability of these
alternatives is an important factor in favor of maintaining a buffer stock.
Price controls are direct and highly visible, and thus politically attractive.
The USexperience in the 1970s resulted in unhappiness with price controls
(12). Economists’ arguments against price controls (apart from innate
professional distaste) in a disruption divide into three. First, they discourage additional supply. This argumentis weakunless supply is elastic in
the short run, which seems unlikely. Second, they discourage conservation
whenit is most needed. Like the previous argument, this one depends on a
short-run elasticity (in this case, of demand). There is an important
additional consideration, however; the United States is not autarkic.
Given imports as the marginal supply source, increased USdemandexerts
upwardpressure on world prices, which in a disruption are very sensitive.
No shortages need result, since only domestic prices are controlled, but
demandpressure can raise world prices enough that even the controlled
domestic price eventually exceeds the price that would prevail in a free
market(13). Finally, price controls redistribute substantial income,creating
beneficiary groups (in the past, USrefiners and consumers) and making
rescission difficult after the emergencyhas passed.
A short-term, or "disruption," tariff, tax, or quota is designed to exploit
US monopsony power. By restricting
domestic demand, downward
pressure is exerted on world oil prices. In an economyfree of macroeconomicrigidities (such as "sticky" wages), these are "first-best" policies
for correcting market externalities, and thus improving social welfare.
Althoughsuch policies are well suited to the objective of easing oil market
conditions, they do so at the expenseof raising domesticprices still further,
thereby aggravating the macroeconomic harm associated with a disruption, and ought to be viewed with extreme skepticism. Nevertheless, they
have been seriously proposed (14, 15). It should be noted that a buffer stock
can also be a first-best policy response to the market-powerexternality.
Emergency mandatory conservation and fuel-switching combine the
negative aspects of price regulation and demandrestriction. That is, they
are not only inefficient--since there is no reason that those whocan most
economically conserve will do so--but also have macroeeonomiccosts.
Finally, it is worth noting that the SPRis preferable to other forms of
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intervention on the grounds of political acceptability as well as economics.
Past experience has demonstrated that measures that discourage
consumption--long lines at gasoline stations, import tariffs, mandatory
conservation--are tremendously unpopular as wel! as inefficient. Indeed,
use of the Reserve is the only emergencypolicy endorsed by the current US
administration (16).
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Considerations

Acceptance of a governmentrole in maintaining a buffer stock opens the
door to a host of questions.
size The most obvious consideration is the size of the Reserve. The more
oil stored, the more potent the SPRcan be in a disruption. The chief
criticism leveled at the Reserve, however,is its cost--each barrel must be
purchased and stored. If the SPRis seen as a national insurance policy, the
question arises : Howmuchinsurance is needed?
As important as size is the meansby which the size is determined. What
factors need to be taken into account? USoil consumption? Oil imports?
Oil imports from potentially unstable areas? The likelihood of a supply
shock? The behavior of oil prices, should one occur? Prospective damageto
the economy? Reactions of other stock managers at home and abroad?
Changingcireumst.ances call for a reconsideration of the optimal size.
FINANCE
Like any large capital project, the SPRmust be financed. To
date, roughly $15 billion has been spent. Whoshould pay the cost? How
should the financing be structured? Should those whopay have a say in its
disposition?
INSTITUTIONS
Maintaining a reserve entails a grab-bag of institutional
issues. Although these have little economic significance, they may be
important nonetheless. Amongsuch issues are the location and nature of
the storage facilities, the type of oil to be stored, the meansof procurement,
the maintenance of physical and personnel infrastructure, and bureaucratic
jurisdiction over planning and implementation.
use The drawdown decision is arguably the most important of all. A
Reservethat is never expected to be used is no better than no Reserveat all.
Howshould the drawdown decision be made? By a policy rule or
discretion? Should price serve as a trigger? Should the size of the shock?
Should the Reserve be released immediately, or held back in case of
catastrophe? Should releases be announcedin advance? Should the size of
the drawdownbe a policy decision, or left to the market? Should it depend
on the behavior of other importing countries?
Howshould sales of SPRoil be conducted? Whoshould be allowed to
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purchase? Should any groups be favored7 If so, which, and how? By
allocating a fraction of the Reserve7 By giving them a subsidy7
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HISTORICAL
BACKGROUND ON
STOCKPILING
Commodities have always been stored (17), both to facilitate
smooth
operation of distribution systems and in anticipation of future scarcity.
Indeed it has becomeritual to invoke the biblical tale of Joseph’s storing
grain against the seven lean years. The division of storage into "operational
stocks" and "speculative stocks," although widely made in the literature
(18), is not meaningful for analysis. Economistsconsider all inventory
held for the same purpose--profit maximization--with an associated
"convenience yield" that is large for the initial units of inventory, and
declines smoothlywith size. This frameworkallows us to dispense with such
nonsensical questions as "are stocks near minimumoperating levels?"

Private Oil Stockpilin9
Recalling that a public stockpile is justified only if marketimperfectionscan
be demonstrated, a review of past stockpiling behavior is in order. Table 1
presents data on the inventory-to-sales ratio (where both numerator and
denominator have been seasonally adjusted) and the current-dollar and
inflation-adjusted marginal cost of crude oil to USrefiners1 over the period
1960-1981. The data in the first columnof Table 1 can be interpreted as
"days of consumption." An examination of the table reveals a gradual
decline in the inventory-to-sales ratio over the period 1960-1972,as stocks
were not built as fast as demandincreased. The almost flat nominal price
indicates a declining real price over the period, and certainly a negative expost profit from holding speculative stocks when interest and physical
carrying costs are taken into account.
Stocks were built up both absolutely and relative to sales during the
period of the Arab oil embargo, and again during the second oil shock
1 Various regulations have complicatedthe definition ofPt~s (defined briefly at the bottom of
Table 1). Atime series was constructed as follows. For the first quarter of 1960(1960:1) to
third quarter of 1973, whenthe average refiner’s acquisition cost of domestic crude oil (PD)
exceeded the average refiner’s acquisition cost for imported oil (PM), pus was equal to PD,
Beginning in the fourth quarter of 1973, PMexceeded PD, which was kept downby price
controls. From the fourth quarter of 1973, through the third quarter of 1974, PMwas the
marginal price of oil. Fromthe fourth quarter of 1974through the third quarter of 1976, the
marginal cost faced by Americanrefineries was measured as PMless the value of crude oil
entitlements to refineries (N), whicheffectively acted to reduce the marginal cost. Beginning
the fourth quarter of 1976, the .price of domestically producedstripper oil was uncontrolled.
Therefore, from the fourth quarter of 1976to the present, we used the price of stripper oil to
refineries net of Nas the marginalcost of oil. For moredetails, see (12).
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Table 1 Quarterly crude oil inventory-to-sales ratio and prices
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Year: quarter
1960:1
2
3
4
1961:1
2
3
4
1962:1
2
3
4
1963:1
2
3
4
1964: i
2
3
4
1965:1
2
3
4
1966:1
2
3
4
1967:1
2
3
4
1968:1
2
3
4
1969:1
2
3
4
1970:1
2
3
4

I/S
81
81
82
79
85
83
82
83
79
80
82
80
77
81
78
78
81
78
76
76
75
75
73
72
73
71
72
72
75
73
75
74
72
75
75
74
72
72
68
68
67
68
67
70

1960-1981
pus
3.07
3.07
3.07
3.07
3.07
3,08
3.08
3.09
3.09
3.09
3,09
3.09
3.08
3.08
3.08
3.07
3.07
3.07
3.06
3.06
3.06
3.06
3.06
3.06
3.07
3.07
3.08
3.10
3.11
3.12
3.14
3.15
3,15
3.16
3.19
3.22
3.26
3.29
3.33
3.36
3.37
3.40
3.44
3.50

pus/p
4.49
4.48
4.46
4.45
4.46
4.45
4.43
4.44
4.40
4.38
4.38
4.35
4.31
4.31
4.30
4.28
4.24
4.23
4.19
4.18
4.15
4.13
4.10
4.08
4.06
4.01
4.00
3.99
3.97
3.97
3.96
3.93
3.88
3.85
3.85
3.83
3.84
3.82
3.81
3.80
3.75
3.73
3.75
3.76

Year: quarter

I/S

1971:1

69
68
70
68
65
63
63
57
56
58
56
60
66
65
64
65
72
68
69
71
69
66
67
62
64
68
69
73
65
63
62
68
59
64
66
70
79
80
81
78
88
84
78
84

2
3
4
1972:1
2
3
4
1973:1
2
3
4
1974:1
2
3
4
1975:1
2
3
4
1976:1
2
3
4
1977:1
2
3
4
1978:1
2
3
4
1979:1
2
3
4
1980:1
2
3
4
1981:1
2
3
4

1960-1981
pus
pVS/p
3.58
3.64
3.67
3.67
3.60
3.6l
3.67
3.80
3.72
3.84
4.25
5.87
11.59
12.93
12.65
11.25
10.62
10.73
11.10
11.76
10.72
10,83
11.16
11.60
11.48
11.36
12.02
12.45
12.47
12.84
13.04
13.18
13.65
15.90
21.48
26.03
28.90
29.14
29.01
29.87
38.72
37.76
35.95
35.86

3.79
3.80
3.80
3.77
3.65
3.63
3.66
3.74
3.61
3.67
3.99
5.40
10.47
11.40
10.87
9.39
8.64
8.62
8.83
9.12
8.24
8~25
8.40
8.60
8.39
8.17
8.52
8.69
8.59
8.62
8.58
8.48
8.61
9.82
13.01
15.49
16,77
16.50
16,13
16,13
20,38
19,55
18,22
17,79

Notes: I/S = inventory-to-salesratio (of seasonallyadjustedquantities); pUS= marginalcost of crudeoil to
refiners in dollars per barrel (constructiondescribedin footnote1); P = GNPdeflator (1972= 1.000).
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(Figures 1 and 2). The data for 1979-1981point up difficulties in trying
isolate a speculative motive in oil inventory demand.It has frequently been
stated that oil inventory levels were low prior to the interruption of oil
supplies in Iran. Table 1 shows, however,that in the third quarter of 1978,
the quarter before supplies were disrupted, inventory levels were not
abnormal.The inventory-to-sales ratio did not fall to historically low levels
until the end of the first quarter of 1979. This drawdownindicates not
necessarily that oil companieswere unprepared for a disruption, but rather
that inventories mayhave been used to offset the supply reduction during
the initial months. The recent downturnin oil prices, in combinationwith
high interest rates, has encouraged oil companies to reduce their
inventories.
This drawdownhas occurred, but more slowly than many observers had
expected--a likely consequence of a number of factors. First, oil demand
has fallen short of what oil companies had predicted, leaving them with
large quantities of unsold oil in inventory. Workingthrough a standard oil
demandfunction, companies may have underestimated the responsiveness
of demandto higher prices (price elasticity) and the severity of the current
recession. Second, if demand is weak, inventory reduction requires a
reduction in oil purchases by oil companies. Such reductions may be
limited in the short run by contracts or, in the case of the Aramcopartners,
by a special relationship with the producing country.
Public Oil Stockpiling

in the United States

A brief review of the institutional history of the SPRwill prove useful for
subsequent analysis; a detailed discussion can be found in (19). The
governmenttook its first step toward decreasing the growing dependence
on foreign oil during the Eisenhoweradministration. After implementation
of an unsuccessful voluntary program designed to decrease dependence,
President Eisenhower acted under authority of the Trade Agreements
Extension Act of 1955, establishing a quota system that remained in place
until 1973.
In July 1973, the National Petroleum Council issued a report recommendingthat a stockpile of 540 million barrels of oil be secured in salt
domes by 1978, enough to protect the United States from a supply
disruption of the magnitudeand length of 3.0 million barrels per day (bbl/d)
for a six-month period (20). Also in 1973, Senator Henry Jackson
introduced the Petroleum Reserves and Import Policy Act, calling for a
strategic petroleum reserve of government-owned
stocks held in salt domes.
During the debate over the Jackson proposal, events in the Middle East
made apparent USvulnerability to foreign oil supply fluctuations. Soon
after followed the Arab oil embargo. In 1974, President Nixon announced
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Project Independence, which required the United States to be energy selfsufficient by 1980. The Project Independence report mentioned several
fundamental concerns. First, the report listed the key considerations in
designing a storage system: the type and location of the systemand the size
of the stockpile, in relation to the probability, magnitude,and duration of
cutoffs. The report also included the two major costs, i.e. the economiccosts
of supply disruption and the costs of a stockpile necessary to buffer a
disruption.
Finally, on December22, 1975, President Ford signed into law the
Energy Policy and Conservation Act (PL 94-163). The EPCArequired that
the Federal Energy Administration (FEA) submit a plan for implementation of the Early Storage Reserve within 90 days. Further, the FEAhad to
submit a comprehensive plan of the Strategic Petroleum Reserve by
December15, 1976. In April 1977, actual implementationof the SPRbegan.
In addition, the Carter administration announcedits plans to accelerate
and expand the SPR program.
Difficulties in implementation camesoon enough, however(20). Appeals
to reduce SPRfunding came from the Office of Managementand Budget in
1978. In fact, not only was SPRoil not released following the Iranian
revolution, but filling continued through August 1979. For a full year
thereafter, there were no additions to the Reserve.
One of the reasons for this outcomewas international political pressure.
Thoughthe SPRhad little political opposition at home,it raised political
problems at the international level. In the spring of 1979, USGovernment
sources began leaking to the press that Saudi Arabia was threatening to cut
its oil production by 1 million bbl/d if oil for the SPRwere purchased. The
Saudis claimed that USstockpiling purchases added to world oil demand
and price pressure, undercutting their attempts to control OPEC’spricing
policy. The US Department of Energy (DOE) was thus placed in the
uncomfortable position of explaining away SPR purchases. It wanted
neither to increase world demandor prices nor to aggravate the Saudis
(whose 1 million bbl/d increase in production was helping to soften the
shortfall caused by the collapse in Iranian production). Thus, the purchasing of reserve oil was halted or "delayed," as governmentsources claimed,
until the world oil situation settled down.
The moratorium on filling the Reserve lasted from spring of 1979
through September 1980. Congress finally took steps to resume oil
purchases through the Energy Security Act of 1980 (PL 96-294, 94 Stat.
932), urging the adoptionof a fill rate of at least 100,000bbl/d. By the end of
1980, the reserve contained only 107.8 million bbl of crude oil, well short of
even revised schedules. Consequently, in 1981 Congress requested that the
President "seek" to fill the reserve at an increased rate of 300,000bbl/d. The
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Reagan administration initially provided strong executive support for
the SPRand oil was put into the reserve at an unprecedented rate. Oil in
storage by the end of 1981 reached 230.3 million bbl. In addition, funding
for the SPRwas transferred to an "off-budget" Treasury account.
In 1982, to reduce federal expenditures, the administration proposed to
slow downthe fill rate from over 300,000 bbl/d to just over 200,000 bbl/d,
movingthe final completiondate from 1989to 1990. In addition, oil fill had
rapidly caught up with available storage space. By the end of 1982, 300
million bbl were in the SPR. (By the end of 1983, 379 million bbl of oil had
been accumulated.)
In 1985, with 450 million barrels in place, the SPR has become the
principal tool with which the administration can deal directly with an oil
disruption. In fact, it represents President Reagan’s only activist energy
policy, reflecting the administration’s view that the energy marketfunctions
best with as little governmentintervention as possible [see the discussion in
(21)]. Table 2 records the growth of the SPRfrom the beginning of 1978
through the end of 1983.
The SPR’s current level and facilities permit a maximum
drawdownrate
of 2.1 million bbl/d for approximately 90 days, or 1.7 million bbl/d for
around 150 days, after which the rate would progressively decline.
Assuminga 6 million bbl/d import rate in the entire year of 1984, the
drawdownwould be equivalent to 35~ of the imports for 90 days, or 28~
for the 150-day period.
Public

Oil Stockpiliny

Abroad

Primary OECD
inventories, which stood at just over 3 billion barrels at the
beginning of 1984, play a role in balancing short-run supply and demand
fluctuations. As in the United States, strategic stocks are set aside (usually
under governmentcontrol) in Japan and Western Europe for potential use
during a crisis. Governmentintervention has followed three approaches:
(a) the US-style approach with the establishment and control of reserves
the government, (b) the establishment of minimumrequired stock levels
be held by private companies, and (c) creation of public corporations
finance and manage emergency stockpiling programs. A summary of the
stockpiling programs employed in major consuming countries that are
members of the European Economic Community (EEC) and the
International Energy Agency(IEA) appears below in Table 3. A summary
of the size of stocks in the OECD
Big 7 (Canada, France, Germany,Italy,
Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States) is given in Table
below.
Only Canada and NewZealand have no official program; some others
are implementing more than one of the three approaches. With the
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Table 3 Government emergency reserve
nations

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
France
Germany
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Luxembourg
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States

programs of EEC and IEA member

Industry
compulsory

Government
owned

Public
corporation

No
program

x
×
x
-x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
-x
x
x
x
x
x
x
-

------x
---x
----

----x
-x
-----x
-----x
---

---x
---------x
--------

--x
---x

Source:(22).

exception of the United States, all have used the compulsory program for
industry, mandating the amount of stocks that companies must maintain
for use during emergencies. The public stockpiling policies of someof the
major oil-importing countries are discussed in more detail in AppendixA.
Institutions

for International

Stockpile

Coordination

A broad consensus holds that international cooperation in meeting oil
shocks is at the same time essential and damnably difficult. Amongthe
OECDcountries, cooperation is under the aegis of the Intermtional
Energy Agency (lEA).
It is not our task here to provide a detailed critique of past IEAactions;
suffice it to say that consumer cooperation has not always been a
resounding success. Indeed it has sometimesproved difficult to detect. The
relevant regulations are codified in the International Energy Program,
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Table 4 Stock-consumption ratios

for the OECD(Big 7)
(days of consumption)
1973 1983
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Year :
quarter
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980:1
2
3
4
1981:1
2
3
4
1982:1
2
3
4
1983:1
2
3
4

Canada France

Germany

91
115
124
111
121
97
107
100
119
176
120
110
143
172
116
115
122
146
120
104
102
131
93

NA
89
82
85
91
92
102
118
126
131
144
139
163
145
140
129
151
144
140
132
132
140
127

93
101
104
95
101
85
85
85
103
108
96
96
110
111
103
98
104
93
93
97
89
85
80

Italy
NA
111
97
94
109
99
101
89
108
123
109
83
109
119
103
90
101
115
109
95
106
111
85

Japan

United
Kingdom

61
76
82
82
82
81
89
79
104
123
104
90
126
118
104
96
128
121
109
97
115
110
103

80
104
100
103
89
93
100
98
122
144
117
117
131
127
104
90
111
110
95
89
95
99
95

United
States
58
64
69
64
71
68
72
73
85
90
82
81
91
94
93
87
88
94
95
95
94
96
95

Source: CalculatedfromMonthlyEnergyRev,, various issues.

signed by the United States in 1974. The details are too involved to present
here [see (23)-I, but the salient points are three. First, countries are required
to hold buffer stocks in proportion to their imports. Second, the agreement
is dormant until a determination of emergencyis made. (The emergencyis
signaled by a shock large enough to reduce supply by 7~o comparedto its
preshock value. In practice the time unit is the quarter, and the preshock
value is a moving average of the previous four quarters.) Third, the
agreement calls for countries to "restrain demand"by 7~o (through taxes,
tariffs, regulation, exhortation, etc.) and substitute buffer stock releases in
makingup any remaining loss in supply (e.g. a 10~ reduction in quantity
supplied calls for 3~o to be madeup by stockpile releases in addition to the
7%demandrestraint). The scheme’s monopsonistic intent is clear.
Various technical problems with such a program have been pointed out
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in the literature; here, we take note of two broader difficulties. First, the 7~
threshold corresponds to a severe disruption. Assumingoil consumptionof
roughly 50 million bbl/d in the noncommunistworld, and taking the IEA
share of consumption as constant, 2 a loss of 3.5 million bbl/d (net of
increased exports by other producers) is necessary to trigger the emergency
mechanism.The Iranian crisis, during which oil prices more than doubled,
was of considerably lesser magnitude. Second, demand restraint proved
easier said than done; the March 1979 agreement to cut consumption by
5~o was honored more in the breach than in the observance.
Amongthe lessons to come out of the 1979 and 1980 supply shocks was
that while high stockpile levels are a sine qua non for the functioning of
international sharing agreements, it is the drawdown(or buildup) behavior
that is likely to spell the difference between containment and disaster.
Another is that actions taken in a so-called sub-trigger disruption (one
falling beneath the threshold) mayserve to avert a 1979-style catastrophic
price run-up. Demandrestraint’s
having failed, the economic damage
attending a sub-trigger disruption has called forth proposals for coordinated drawdown programs.
In evaluating SPRdrawdownstrategies,
international coordination
considerations must be kept in mind. Howeffective would SPRdraw be in
relieving pressure in the world oil market if other IEA membersdo not do
likewise? Or, even worse, what if somecountries fill while others draw?
ANALYSIS

OF STOCKPILE

POLICY

The Strategic Petroleum Reserve represents a source of supply (or demand,
depending on whether it is being released or filled) in the oil market. To
evaluate its role, it is essential to have a frameworkfor describing the
behavior of the other participants--and hence of prices--in the market.
This is not the place for a treatise on oil market modeling, but a quick
review will be helpful in understanding the discussion of stockpile policy
that follows.
Modelin# the Worm Oil Market
Modelsof the world oil market fall into two categories. Long-run models
are based on dynamic optimization ; producers maximizethe present value
of income subject to demandconditions. While well-suited to examining
depletion and long-term price evolu, tion, these models perform systematically poorly in accounting for short-term price perturbations (24).
2 This will be strictly true only if the elasticities
world as a whole are equal.

of demandin the IEAand the noncommunist
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The question of "what causes oil price shocks?"--that is, howdoes the
market behave in the very short term?--has not been resolved satisfactorily
(25). Modelersare confronted with a world wherein inventory fluctuations
can play a critical role, spot prices and official governmentselling (i.e.
contract) prices maydiverge widely, and information disseminates slowly
comparedto the speed of market events.
The "facts" to be explained are the enormousprice increases of 19731974and 1978-1979,and the absence of one in 1980, despite the fact that the
three shocks [OAPEC(Organization
of Arab Petroleum Exporting
Countries) embargo, Iranian revolution, Iran-Iraq war] were of the same
order of magnitude.It should be clear that the causes of an oil price shock
must be addressed in order to evaluate the SPR’sefficiency in alleviating it.
The explanations offered for the price shocks are several. First, the oil
market was cartelized by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OPEC)in the early 1970~ (2629). Second, the decline in
discoveries, pessimistic perceptions regarding alternatives, and everincreasing demandforced prices higher; OPECmerely validated the new
scarcity (30, 31; 32 agrees for 1973-1974, but cites monopolypower for
1978-1979). Third, the market is competitive, but the supply curve is
backward-bending; the higher the price received, the less oil will be
produced(33-35). Fourth, the market is competitive, but the replacement
the multinational companies by nationals with lower discount rates
resulted in a decline in production (because oil in the ground wouldnowbe
worth more), and hence, higher prices (36, 37). Although each of these
theories contains elements of plausibility, and each has its vocal adherents
and detractors, none provides a completely convincing characterization of
the market, and none can explain price behavior over the last 10 years.
Someassumption about market structure is needed if the SPRis to be
evaluated. The exercise is usually undertaken through the use of a
"stockpile premium"--thevalue to society of a barrel added to the Reserve,
above and beyondthe purchase price of this additional barrel.
While the idea of such a premiumis legitimate (although not necessarily
important for policy), the methodologyemployedto calculate it is not. The
premium--along with its similarly questionable companion, the "import
premium"(the cost to society of the marginal barrel of imported oil above
and beyondits purchase price)--is typically arrived at by assumingthat the
oil marketis competitive (38, 39). As noted above, the competitivenessof the
oil market is far from manifest. In such cases, it is necessary to establish
the robustness of the calculations under various market structures. That
this is not done presumably owes to the fact that the problem must be
set up differently under the different marketregimes.
The second oil shock could not be predicted or explained by these
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theories, spawningfurther attempts to characterize oil market behavior in
the short run. A prototype model had been built by Gately, Kyle & Fischer
(40), in which unused production capacity resulted in exporters’ lowering
prices; prices were raised as producers approached their capacity constraints. Although the pricing rules offered were ad hoc, this approach
succeededin formalizing the notion of a "tight" market. It did not, however,
address the critical role of inventories.
Attempts were also made to capture the dynamics of spot and long-term
contract pricing, and their interaction. The "ratchet theory" (41, 42)
described the process this way : In the absence of supply shocks, spot and
contract prices are fiat. A supply shock raises spot prices, whereuponoilexporting countries respond by increasing their official contract prices.
Whenthe shock eases, the exporters cut production to maintain the higher
prices. Thus prices evolve by remaining constant most of the time, but
"ratcheting upward" periodically. The implications for SPRpolicy are
clear : quashingthe initial ratchet lowers oil prices permanently.
This modelhas two serious problems. The first is suggested by this "free
lunch" aspect of SPRrelease: The ratchet theory is lacking in economic
rationale, since the behaviorascribed to exporters is internally inconsistent.
The second objection is even more basic: Under the ratchet, oil prices can
never fall. That the theory appears foolish today could easily have been
anticipated, since all commodityprices have risen and fallen periodically
since time immemorial. Nevertheless, the ratchet appears to have been
taken seriously for a while.
A related, somewhatmore sophisticated approach to spot and contract
pricing was first suggested in the copper market (43), and later adapted
the oil market(14). Underthis analysis supply shocks register first in the
spot market, and are reflected in contract prices only with a lag. No
motivation is offered for this behavior, however; thus the recommendation
for SPRpolicy--release as muchas possible as soon as possible in order to
dampthe initial spot price run-up--stands on shaky ground. The model is
at least internally consistent; OPECdoes not exert market power, but
rather acts competitively. Although the model is unsatisfactory as an
explanation of pricing behavior in the oil market (25), it can be madeto fit
the data well, and has been used in a numberof empirical studies (44-46).
The faults in our models of the oil market run deeper, however. Oncewe
admit the possible divergence of spot and contract prices, no longer can we
assert the traditional economist’s view that "the world oil market, like the
world ocean, is one big pool" (47). Wouldthat it were, for then arbitrage
would immediately eliminate spot-contract price differentials, makingthe
modeler’s job easier.
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The other extreme assumption--that embargoes against particular
countries, and "access" to oil supplies, makesense--is simply unbelievable
in a market as large and liquid as world oil. The 1973-1974 shock was
spread roughly evenly across importing countries (48). Warnings of dire
consequencesdue to increasing "rigidities" since then (49) have a curious
ChickenLittle aspect to them;since an analytical frameworkis lacking, it is
unclear even what would constitute supporting evidence. Unfortunately,
although the effects of buffer stock policy are sensitive to assumptionsabout
the ease of reshuffling trade patterns, we are just beginningto modelthe case
intermediate between the "no transaction cost" and "infinite transaction
cost" poles (50).
Inventory behavior presents additional difficulties for oil-market modeling. The importance of oil inventory demand, which fell during the last
shock but climbed sharply during the previous two, is widely acknowledged. A satisfactory explanation for inventory behavior remains
elusive, yet is critical in assessing the private sector’s response to public
stockpile policy. For example, the SPRwill be rendered impotent if its
releases are hoarded by private stockholders. Without a model of their
behavior, however, it is impossible to predict howthese agents wouldreact
to an SPRrelease.
Inventories always smooth shocks in a well-functioning market (51),
reallocating supplies to periods when they are valued most. Claims that
stock accumulation ("hoarding") by private agents exacerbated the 1979
shock (14, 41, 52) dependon these agents’ acting irrationally--i.e. "buying
dear and selling cheap" (not a very promising explanation)--or on some
unspecified market imperfection that allows inventory accumulation in the
anticipation of higher prices, yet prevents arbitrage from eliminating these
speculative profits immediately.
Size
Howlarge should the Reserve be? Answeringthis question entails solving
three related problems: First, how will the Reserve be used? Drawdown
policy is discussed below; size studies typically assumethe SPRwill be used
optimally. Although the assumption itself is questionable, it is useful
methodologically, and serves to calculate an upper bound on the optimal
size of the stockpile. Inferior drawdown
~trategies will reap fewer benefits,
which implies a smaller Reserve, assuming decreasing marginal returns to
size.
Second, howwill releasing the SPRbenefit the economy?Answeringthis
question requires a modelof the oil market, as discussed above, as well as a
model of energy-economy interaction. Simply treating gross national
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product as a function of oil prices (53) is inadequate; a production-function
(microeconomic) or income-expenditure (macroeconomic) approach,
both, is required.
The final, and hereunto most difficult, problemwith which to grapple is
the characterization of uncertainty. The correct approach is stochastic
¯ dynamicprogramming,which entails calculation of the best fill-cum-draw
strategy at each point in time, given expectations of the entire future path of
oil prices. Sucha calculation is prohibitively difficult, and has been solved
only by reducing the oil market to a very small numberof states--typically
two (54) or three (55, 56) that correspond to a disruption’s being "on"
"off" (or "small" or "large" in the latter case)--and introducing a Markov
transition matrix describing the probabilities of movingbetweenstates.
Unfortunately, while Markov matrixes are appropriate for discrete
systems, the oil market is not characterized by being "disrupted" or
"normal"; supply and demand are continuous, and thus so are prices.
Envisioning it this way is apt to be misleading, and misses entirely the
dynamic issues discussed above. Nevertheless, in the absence of more
realistic models, this approach is useful in generating estimates of optimal
stockpile size.
The benefits stemmingfrom a Reserve must be comparedwith its costs in
order to determine the optimal size. These costs comprise the purchases of
oil to be stored, the increase in world oil prices resulting from these
purchases, the interest paid on capital borrowedto makethe purchases, the
purchase or development costs of storage capacity, and the operation and
maintenance costs of the storage program.
Given the diverse assumptions and methodologies used to attack the
three problemslisted above, it is encouraging,as well as surprising, that the
recommendationsregarding SPRsize fall in a relatively narrow band. A
survey by the National Petroleum Council (57) found that of 20 studies
conducted in the 1970s, all but two suggested figures between 500 million
and 1000 million barrels, witl~ the more recent recommendationsin the
upper half of this range. Analyses conducted in the early 1980s, whenthe
climate appeared most menacing, recommendedsizes of 750-2000 million
barrels (55, 56, 58, 59).
These analyses assume a perfectly competitive oil market. That the
dynamic programming models returned verdicts similar to those of the
most "naive" models, which employa fixed supply (e.g. 58), suggests that
future research should adopt a simplified characterization of uncertainty,
and instead focus on alternative models of oil market structure. Indeed,
even stockpile models with no uncertainty (8, 9, 60) afford considerable
insight into the roles played by market powerand strategic behavior. One
approach is to have the shocks follow a low-order autoregressive process,
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ther6by capturing muchof the complicated transition matrix apparatus in
one or two parameters (50).
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Finance
Demonstrationof the public good aspects of public strategic stockpiling of
oil points up the need to consider ownershipof SPRoil in the context of the
economy’sportfolio of assets. Moderntheories of the valuation of capital
assets (61, 62) emphasizethe importance of not only the meanreturn on
asset, but also the covariance of that return with that on the market
portfolio as a whole. Given that oil price increases have been associated
with losses in real income and declines in aggregate wealth, the return on
SPRoil is likely to be negatively correlated with the return on financial
assets. That is, claims to SPRoil have a high payoff in states of nature in
which other sources of income are low. Ownershipof SPRoil maythus be
advantageousfor purposes of portfolio diversification.
Apart from the issue of the optimal size of a public oil stockpile, the
question of howthe stockpile is to be financed arises. That is, given that the
economyas a whole gains from the existence of an SPR, but that individual
risk preferences maybe different, are taxpayers better off with compulsory
or voluntary participation in an SPRinvestment program?Certainly to the
extent that public oil stockpiling shifts ownership of stocks from private
interests demandinga positive risk premiumto taxpayers whobecause of
macroeconomiccosts of oil supply disruptions demand a negative risk
premium,the overall allocation of risk is improved. [-See (63) for further
discussion.]
Complete financing of SPR acquisitions by the government may be
unnecessary. In addition to taxpayer financing.of public benefits, private
benefits can also be financed through oil-denominated equity or bonds. By
allowing a market allocation, these types of private ownershipwouldact to
equalize the risk premiumacross agents in the economy.
Under the former, or public capitalization, approach, the government
wouldsell to the public certificates entitling the bearer to a set quantity of
oil (in the SPR). These certificates would be bought, sold, and traded
secondary markets, muchas commonstocks are traded today. Investment
returns would be determined exclusively by changes in the market price of
oil. a Underthe latter (debt financing) option, the federal governmentwould
3 Institutionally,
the public capitalization proposal allows for maximumgovernment
control, since the SPR administration is left with sole charge of drawdownmanagement.
Possible pressure to draw downthe SPRwhencertificate holders wish to "cash .in" at (what
they consider) peak value should be compensated for in an active secondary market.
Certificate holders wouldbe free to sell at any time, and as long as investors remain confident
in the SPR’sultimate survival, prospective buyers should be plentiful.
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issue a newseries of bondswhosesole purposewouldbe to raise funds to
finance the SPR.Varioussuggestionshavebeenmadeas to the potential
yield of such bonds, including return tied to the rate of oil price
appreciation,andreturn connectedwith the prevailing marketinterest
4rate.
In additionto the optionsoutlinedabove,twodirigiste alternativesare
possible--developmentof an Industrial PetroleumReserve (IPR)5 or
mandatory
private contributionsto the SPR.6 Regardless
of the alternative,
the properwayto viewthe financingissue is throughan economic
analysis
of the benefits (public andprivate) of ownership
of SPRoil as an asset.
Discussionsof whetherthe SPRshould be financed"onbudget"or "off
budget"merelyreflect the fact that "currentaccount"
and"capitalaccount"
7componentsare not distinguished in the federal governmentbudget.
Drawdown: The SPR and the Oil Market
Theissues surroundingdrawdown
are perhapsthemostdifficult analytical
facet of a studyof the StrategicPetroleum
Reserve.Beforeconsideringsome
specific options for stock release, weexaminethree related areas of inquiry
that will determine the effectiveness
of the SPR as an economic policy instrument--(a) market structure,
(b) expectations
(about the likelihood
of future
’* Newbond issues mayor maynot provide a steady flow of incomefor the SPR. If the bond
return is linked to somefixed long-term interest rate, the inflow of capital should be stable.
However,a return based on oil price appreciation would makebt;dget planning more difficult
(as oil price forecasts would be necessary). Should the sale of bonds collect less than the
expected revenue, direct federal outlays wouldbe required to meet the shortage. Furthermore,
upon drawdownof the SPRoil, oil prices would have to have increased by more than the rate
of interest paid, or the sale of reserves would not cover the cost of establishing and
administering the SPR. The difference would be absorbed in the governmentbudget deficit.
5 Numerousproposals have been put forth to outline how the government could elicit
industry participation in an IPR.
(a) The President could require all importers and refiners of foreign oil to store up to 3~
their annual consumption in an "emergencyinventory" ("decree" option).
(b) The government could provide financial incentives (in such forms as tax credits
direct subsidies) to firms if they wouldincrease their inventories of stock crudeoil ("incentives"
option).
(c) The governmentcould require that each firm be responsible for storing a set amount
oil. Firms could store the oil themselves or see to it that somebodyelse stores it for them. So
long as a firm could account for its required share, the government would not distinguish
betweenthe two (the "sufficient evidence" option).
6 This agendacalls for firms that import, refine, or domesticallyproduceoil to be directed by
the governmentto makespecified amountsofoil available for use by the SPR. The government
could either allow the firms to bear this cost (to the degree that they wouldbe unable to pass
the costs on to the oil-consumingpublic), or it could subsidize them.
7 This is not to deny the political importanceof the issue.
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shocks or the duration of present ones), and (c) the reaction of domestically held private stocks and foreign public stockpiles to announcedand
unannounced SPR policy. Weconsider below these three areas together
in a simple theoretical model emphasizing the joint determination of oil
prices and private and public inventory decisions. While the framework is simple (and described in more detail in AppendixB), it yields
predictions for the response of private stocks to public stock changes and
for the chances of success of international stockpiling agreements. Wethen
take an exampleof the model and combineit with an econometric model of
the USeconomyto test someof the predictions in simulation exercises.
I. ~’RIVATE
STOCI~S
AND
OIL ~’RICESTo study the interaction of public and
private stocks, we begin with a stylized model of the short run. Detailed
description of the model is presented in the Appendix; only a summaryis
given here. Throughout, we suppose that oil production and consumption
are responsive to the current period price, and are subject to transitory
supply and demand shocks.
Of course, total demand is the sum of consumption and inventory
demand. Speculators trade in inventories on the spot market in anticipation of changes in price and are assumedto maximizeexpected profit from
speculation. 8 Holdingstocks is assumedto be costly--in fact, increasingly
costly--in the size of the stock due to paymentsto factors fixed in the short
run, such as storage facilities, tankers, and pipelines. Thuschangesin price
expectations cannot be fully acted upon instantaneously. The optimization
problem described here yields speculative holdings as a function of the
expected increase in price, taking into account the cost of adjusting stock
levels.
Since quantities demandedand supplied in the market must be equal in
equilibrium, the assumptions about the behavior of consumption, speculative stockpiling, and production can be used to determine the market (spot)
price. Under simplifying assumptions of linear supply and demand
functions, the rational expectations solution for the price P can be written
as

Pr--- ~bP~_
1 +fl(eor-- esr),

1.

where eD and e s represent the transitory demand and supply shocks,
respectively. 9 t~ and fl are functions of the parameters of the system--the
8 That is, they are assumedto be risk-neutral.

The assumption of risk neutrality is not

necessary for the results that follow; it merelysimplifies the exposition.
9 That is, e o and e s are independently and identically distributed with mean zero and
variance tr~ and try, respectively.
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price responsiveness of production and consumption and the cost of
adjusting stock levels.
Explaining the persistence effect of oil shocks is important for understanding the impact of energy policy interventions. Here even transitory
shocks exhibit persistence effects on the price because of the behavior of
inventories. It can be shown (see Appendix B) that the more priceresponsive is consumption,the smaller is the initial increase in price from a
supply shock and the lower is the persistence. Hence, policies such as oil
import tariffs or certain types of buffer stock stabilization policies (which
effectively raise this price responsiveness) can mitigate both the impact and
the long-run effects of transitory shocks on prices.
Equation 1 can be used to motivate empirical work and simulation
exercises, as we demonstratebelow. As a qualification, while this discussion
illustrates the importance of private speculative stockpiling for analyzing
the behavior of oil prices during supply disruptions, consideration of the
SPRand of realistic disruption scenarios requires an examination of
serially correlated quantity shocks. Suppose that demand and supply
shocks follow first-order autoregressive processes, so that
8Dr -~" PDSDt-1 -~ VDt,

and

e, St = PsSst_ j. -I- Vst,

2.
3.

where rot and Vst are white noise and avDvs= 0.
Giventhis structure of shocks, we can rewrite the solution for price as
Pt = ~bPt- 1 + T(1 - Tpo)vot + y(1 - ?ps)Vsr

4.

Note that in this situation persistence effects come also from the serial
correlation parameters Po and Ps.
As long as supply shocks are purely transitory, inventories will be drawn
downin response to a negative supply shock. Speculative accumulation
requires either serially correlated shocks or the expectation that the
disruption will get worse. Given a negative supply shock (est < 0), the
likelihood of stock accumulation in response to a supply disruption is
greater the higher the serial correlation of the shocks (Ps) and/or the higher
is the intertemporal correlation of price changes(~).
Quantifying the impact of SPRreleases on oil prices requires a set of
assumptions about the behavior of private stocks. The discussion above
indicates that the consideration of market structure, the characteristics of
the shocks (e.g. "transitory" versus "permanent"), and expectations
future shocks must be central elements in any attempt to model that
linkage.
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II. ~’t~BLIC STOCKS
In addition to understanding the role of domestic
private stocks, consideration of the precise way in which (domestic and
foreign) stocks are to be used is important for modeling efforts. For
example, the simplest sort of intervention is an exogenous injection of
supplies at the onset of a shock, a move tantamount to reducing the
magnitude of a supply shock est. Such a movewill dampenprivate stock
drawdownif the shock is perceived to be transitory, or blunt speculative
accumulationif the shock is perceived as likely to get worsein the future.
A second type of public stock response is to substitute a rule for
discretion. For example, one countercyclical rule would be to determine
stockpile releases S as a function of deviations of prices from trend, i.e.
S t : coPt,

¢~ > O.

5.

A rule of the form of Equation 5 is analytically equivalent to an ad valorem
tariff. The price responsiveness of demand is effectively heightened,
1°
reducingthe price, as well as the persistence effects of the shocks.
These examples of stockpile intervention, however, beg the question of
optimal public stockpile behavior. Focusing on the optimizing process of
the public authority facilitates consideration of the government’s.objectives, specific sources of market failure, and the potential benefits from
international stockpile coordination (e.g. the lEAagreements).
To illustrate the formulation of such an optimizing process, suppose that
the public stockpile is used in accordance with an assumedeconomicpolicy
of maximizingreal income(output less paymentsfor imported intermediate
goods). More specifically, suppose that the stockpile authority is riskneutral, and that its objective is to maximizereal income(by minimizingoil
price increases) less the cost of carrying out the stockpile programand of
adjusting stockpile levels, subject to the constraint that stockpile releases
not exceedthe amountof oil held in the reserve.
There is a clear distinction between the optimization problem for the
public stockpile authority and the problem for the private firm discussed
earlier. The public authority pays attention to aggregate output. Private
firms do not consider the macroeconomiceffects of their stockpiling
behavior; that is, they do not consider the impact of their transactions on
the worldoil price. 1 ~
10 See (64) for a discussion of stockpiling rules.
11 Hence the division of stocks between the private and public sectors is important. In
addition, in the argument in the text, we have implicitly assumed that there is a single
stockpiling authority in consumingcountries. In reality, there are strategic stocks in each
country. Becausethe stockpiling decisions of other countries affect the price of oil, they can
affect the optimal release strategy of the domesticauthority.
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Ceteris paribus, the larger the oil consumption,the greater will be the
stockpile release because of the benefits of lowering the price paid on
inframarginal imports. As with the case of private stocks, the expected
persistence of shocks is an important factor in determining the optimal
public stockpile policy. The greater the persistence of the shocks, ceteris
paribus, the smaller the release at the onset of the shock. Wepursue this
issue in more detail in the next section, in the context of international
cooperation in drawing downstrategic stocks.
III. INTERNATIONAL COORDINATION OF PUBLIC STOCKPILES Since the oil
marketis internationally integrated, the use of a buffer stock by one country
has spillover effects on others. The possibility of international policy
coordination thus becomes important in attempting to reduce the impacts
of oil shocks. While our example below finds merits (in terms of lower
prices) of international stockpile coordination, issues of whether such an
outcome would occur in the absence of an agreement and of what types of
institutional mechanismsmight facilitate cooperation have been largely
ignored.
That cooperation can reap benefits begs the question of howit might be
achieved. Regulationat the international level is difficult to enforce; since
there is no regulator with the powerto require compliance, the incentive
question naturally arises. Whileimport restriction is clearly in the interest
of the group as a whole, the effectiveness of the regulatory rule in attaining ¯
the cooperative outcomeis not evident.
As with the case of private-public interaction, the characteristics of
shocks and of expectations play an important role in modeling international policy coordination. Those characteristics in turn maydepend on
elements of marketstructure--e.g, the use of long-term contracts in the oil
market in addition to spot transactions. More specifically, in a related
paper (50), we showthat, following a negative supply shock, the anticipation of higheroil prices in the future (i.e. serial correlationof the effects of the
shock) leads to a higher rate of public inventory accumulation (lower
optimal stockpile release) in the current period.
Duringa crisis in whichthe (nowhigher) oil price is expected to decline,
countries are willing to draw downtheir stockpiles at the onset of a shock,
even in the absence of a coordinating agreement. If the oil price is expected
to increase further, however, a drawdownin the current period mandated
by a stockpile coordination agreement is not in the interests of the
individual members.
Givena specification of the optimizing behavior of the public stockpiles
of consumingcountries, we can estimate the benefits of stockpile coordi-
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nation using "game-theory" methods in economics. In our analysis of
public stockpile behavior as an international game (50), we found that
whether membercountries to an agreement drew down more stocks at the
onset of a shock than if there had been no agreement depended on (a) the
expected persistence of the shocks and (b) the heightened monopsony
power made possible by coordinated buyer behavior.
Our discussion of persistence in the previous sections assumes new
importance here because given monopsonypower, the greater the persistence effect of shocks on oil prices, the greater the cooperative optimal
drawdownrelative to noncooperative optimal drawdown. That is, the
benefits (in terms of lower world oil prices and recouped GNPloss)
participating in an international agreementare greatest whenthe impact of
oil shocks on oil prices exhibits substantial persistence.
The simple example of the previous section used inventory-smoothing
behavior as a motivation for persistence. Perhaps more important in the oil
market are long-term contracts. Given that only a fraction of oil trade
occurs on spot markets, oil prices adjust only gradually to even transitory
shocks. This institutional complication influences the benefits from agreements. By examiningthe structure of contracts in the oil market, we found
(50) that persistence dependedon, amongother things, the fraction of trades
carried out through contracts and on the price responsiveness of demandin
consumingcountries. Because these factors changed the persistence effects
of oil shocks, the relationship between the best stockpile responses of the
SPRalone and those of an international agreement also changed.
Those results have clear implications for the operation of the IEA
agreement. The use of current quantity loss as a regulatory signal is
misdirected, since it ignores the critical influence on national optimizing
behavior of market dynamics. Loosely speaking, whether the shock is
anticipated to "improve" or "worsen" determines the relationship between
the cooperative and noncooperative solutions.
Of course, any policy not in effect at all times requires a "trigger" to
activate it. A natural candidate, used in buffer stock schemes for some
commodities, is price. In a market characterized by short-run contract
rigidities, however,a supply shock leads to at least two prices’ prevailing at
any given time. However,treating the spot price as the marginal cost of
acquiring oil is in general unwarranted; the usefulness of this price as a
signal dependson the fraction of trades carried out in the spot market. It is
the marginalac~lu~i_sit~ion
Co_~.~tha.t is relevant.
Finally, scattered evidence suggests that the market is becomingmore
flexible (i.e. the share of contract trade is declining), implying that
noncooperative behavior will be less costly in the future than in the "high
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persistence" regimeof the past. If such is the case, we should concentrate on
developing guidelines for using the Strategic Petroleum Reserve and not be
preoccupied with other nations’ incentives to cooperate.
IV. SPRRELEASES
ANDOILPRICES
; ANEXAMPLE
Weuse a short-run "price
reaction" function, based on capacity, following (13, 38, 44, 45), in order
formalize the notion of market "tightness." Weemploy two prices as
proxies for the manyprevailing in the marketat any given time. Crudeoil is
sold under term contracts at the contract price. The spot price (labeled ps
below)is paid for oil purchasedon a single-cargo basis. The contract price is
set by OPECin accord with its production decisions and demandestimates.
Given the difficulty in forecasting demandand the numerousminor shocks
inherent in any market, the contract price will not in general equate supply
and demand.The spot market serves to satisfy the excess, and thus acts as a
signal of market disequilibrium to OPEC,which adjusts the contract price.
The process is then repeated.
The spot price increases when the market tightens. Two forms of
tightening are possible--demand can increase due to changes in consumption or stock buildup, and supply can decrease in response to disruption in a
producing country or deliberate production cuts.
Whena disruption occurs, capacity is removedfrom the market, and the
output-to-capacity ratio of the nondisrupted producers rises. At higher
prices, these producers are willing to accelerate output, thereby bumpingup
against their own capacity constraints. Whenexcess capacity no longer
exists (output/capacity = 1), even large increases in the spot price can elicit
little further supply response; hence the nonlinearity of the curve. In
equation form,
P~=~b P~_1 +f(Xt/X~*),

6.

wheret indexes the time period, f is a function (f’ > 0), ~b indicates the
persistence effects of shocks on the spot price, and X and X* are OPEC
output and capacity output, respectively.
In this simple example, capacity decisions are assumedto be determined
by longer-term considerations outside the scope of the model and are taken
as exogenous. X is obtained from the conditions that supply and demandbe
equal :
’ QOS+ QF _]_ sSPR -I- S°S -~- SF = X q- XD -~ XNO,
7.
where USstands for United States, F for foreign, Q for consumption, S for
stock change, SsPR for Strategic Petroleum Reserve fill or draw, X for the
production of nondisrupted OPECproducers, Xt~ for the (reduced) output
of disrupted producers, and Xr~° for non-OPECproduction.
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US consumption is assumed to depend on the domestic refiners’
acquisition cost (pUS), income(yUS), and a vector of structural variables,
including past prices (zUS). Foreign consumptionis defined similarly:
QUS= jus(pus, yUs(pus), ZUS)

8.

QF= jF(pF,
yF(pF),zF).

9.

TheUS refiners’
acquisition
costis takento be an average
of spotand
contract
prices
(plustransport
costs),
andisassumed
to adjust
tothespot
price.
Thedomestic
priceabroad
isdefined
similarly:
pU~S -~- gl0 + £11pU~S_ l q_ az(p
S_~)
~_pU~
10.
s - ptF_1)"
p~F= bo -k bI PtF-1
q- bz(-Pt

l I.

Ingeneral,
thea’sandb’swilldiffer
forinstitutional
aswellastaxreasons.
To obtain
X in termsof consumption,
stockchange,
andproduction
by
othercountries,
rearrange
Equation
7 toobtain
X = (QUS+ QF) + (SSe~ + Sus + $~)_ (XD + xNO).

12.

In this framework, the objective of stocks policy is clear--to lower the
second of the three terms in order to reduce demandfor OPECoutput, thus
moderating increases in the output-to-capacity ratio and reducing pressure
on the spot price. Stock policy yields more "bang for the buck" as a
disruption worsens, because of the nonlinearity of the price-reaction
function.
In this framework,SPRreleases have three effects on the spot price. The
direct effect is to ease pressure as the SPRrelease reduces demandfor
OPECoutput. A feedback effect occurs because holding down the spot
price serves to hold downdomestic prices at homeand abroad as well, thus
reducing the cutbacks in USand foreign consumption. The feedback effect
clearly worksagainst the direct effect. The interaction effect dependson the
reaction of domestically held private stocks and foreign stocks to SPR
releases. In equation form,
dsS~R--X,
dP s f’
~
direct
effect

[

a2~+b2~]3
f’ 1--~
( dQ us
dQr~l-’

us dS~
1+~+~].
(’ dS

~

~

f~dbackeffect

interactioneffect

~ 13.

The sign of the direct effect is positive. The term in brackets is larger than
one; the feedback effect partly offsets the direct effect. The effect of
international interaction depends on the sign of the interaction effect.
Cooperation(on the part of private stocks or foreign stockpile authorities)
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serves to magnifythe benefits of the SPRrelease, while competition serves
to mitigate them. The magnification (or mitigation) effect is more than
proportional, due to the nonlinearity of the price-reaction function. Thus
for a given SPRdrawdown,a higher value of dS~S/dSsPR + dS~/dSs~’R not
only hits the spot price proportionally through the interaction effect, but
also worksthrough the direct effect (by lowering the argumentoff’) to exert
additional downwardpressure. Hence cooperation provides more than
proportional benefits.
Finally, we should note that the benefits of stock draw are likely to be
underestimated by the above analysis, which covers only the "withindrawdown-period"effects. Insofar as future spot prices are determined by
an autoregressive process such as Equation 6, an SPRdrawdownwill be felt
in future periods as well.
In related papers (45, 65), we used a simulation modelof the world oil
market similar to that outlined above in conjunction with a quarterly
econometric model of the USeconomyto examine the ability of stockpile
policy to mitigate the economiccosts of oil supply disruptions. In one case,
we simulated a reduction in OPECcapacity of 7 million bbl/d for one year,
starting in the first quarter of 1983.
Our analysis revealed that given a USlaissez-faire policy (no SPRdraw
or fill) during the disruption, it madea noticeable difference whetherthe rest
of the OECD
followed a "cooperative" (draw) or "noncooperative" (build)
path. Even under the moderate assumptions employed, the difference in the
spot prices was substantial. The loss in USGNPwas of the order of 30-40~
greater in the "noncooperative" case in the first two quarters, and 15-20~
greater in the next two quarters.
The effects of using the SPRwere two. First, the decreased demandfor
OPECoutput exerted downward pressure on spot prices. Second, SPR
draw substituted for imported oil almost entirely; this import reduction
improvedthe trade balance and hence the USGNP.In the case of unilateral
drawdownby the United States, use of the SPRrecouped about 0ne-third
of the loss in GNPtraceable to the shock, yielding a value of the SPRoil of
about $45/bbl. This figure measured economicbenefits over and above the
revenues accrued from SPR sales. In an intertemporal optimization
calculation, these revenues must be comparedwith the costs of buying and
storing oil for the reserve.
In addition, we found the claim that government stock drawdownis
impotent due to countervailing actions taken in the private sector to be
without foundation. Governmentreleases damped spot price increases,
serving to reduce private inventory accumulation, not increase it. The
response of domestically held private stocks to the SPRrelease (as well as
the response of foreign stockpile authorities) was an important factor in
determining the effectiveness of the sto.ck policy in reducing prices.
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Releasing SPRoil on the spot market is not the only way in which
stockpile intervention might occur. Devarajan &Hubbard(66) consider the
case of selling SPRoil through futures contracts. Their simulation results,
based on the modeldiscussed above, indicate that futures sales (a) achieved
muchof the price-reducing benefits in the early stages of a disruption and (b)
led to a lower price trajectory overall when compared with spot market
sales. Theyalso discuss someinstitutional benefits of using futures markets.
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CONCLUSION
The economic losses accompanying the oil supply shocks of the 1970s
provided the impetus for the search for beneficial energy security policies. In
one development, the US Congress created the Strategic Petroleum
Reserve. Currently storing over 450 million barrels of oil, the reserve is a
potentially powerful policy instrument. Our discussion addresses economic
issues in managing the SPR.
Taking as the goal of national economic policy the maximization of
economicwelfare, policy intervention is beneficial only in the presence of
somesort of marketfailure. The case for any energy security policy requires
a demonstrationof market failure. Potential sources of market failure in the
oil market include macroeconomicexternalities, monopsonypower, vulnerability to disruptions, and national security. The SPRis a politically
acceptable and economicallyefficient--in somecases, first-best--option to
address those imperfections.
Considered as an economic policy instrument, the SPR represents a
source of supply (or demand,depending on whether it is being released or
filled) in the oil market. Hence,evaluating its role requires a frameworkfor
describing the behavior of other players--and thus of prices--in the
market. Wereview several modelingstrategies, stressing the importance of
market structure and the behavior of private stocks. By wayof illustration,
we discuss a simple simulation modelof the SPRand the world oil market.
In that exercise, use of the SPRduring a simulated oil shock obtained
substantial benefits in terms of reduced oil prices and increased GNP.The
results obtained are particular to our input assumptions and are by no
meansdefinitive.
It is customary to conclude with recommendationsfor policy. Since this
is a review article, our recommendations address SPRresearch policy,
rather than SPRpolicy itself. It is clear that we have raised morequestions
than we have been able to answer.
Specifically, it should provefruitful to assess oil supply disruptions in a
general equilibrium framework, and dispense with the partial equilibrium
premia that are characteristic of the present literature. There must be twoway interaction between the oil market and the rest of the economy.
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The sensitivity of the wisdomof SPRpolicy to the structure of the oil
market has been virtually ignored. This consideration is particularly
important for analyzing drawdowndecisions, where the responses of other
players "are crucial. For example, without a model of expectations
formation, the desirability of announcedversus unannouncedreleases, and
of futures versus spot sales, cannot be addressed.
Muchhas been learned in a short time about the subject of managingthe
Strategic Petroleum Reserve, yet muchwork remains to be done. Weclose
with this challenge to economists and energy policy analysts.
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APPENDIX

A

Stockpiling
Programs Outside the United States
GERMAr~Y
Until recent years, the German government refrained from
regulating its domestic oil market closely. In 1965, however, the government imposed a storage requirement on refiners and dependent importers.
The independents were excluded. In 1975, the requirement was raised to the
present level of 90 days for refiners--i.e, the refiner mustkeep the equivalent
of 90 days of his average production of finished products from imported
crude during the previous year. Dependentimporters were required to keep
a 70-day supply of their average product imports, and independent
importers a 25-day supply (but increasing to a 40-day supply by 1980),
their average imports during the previous year.
After .1975, that program was superseded by a joint proposal from the
majors and independents to create a quasi-public corporation to manage
oil stockpiles. All the companies refining and importing oil in Germany
would be obliged to becomemembersof this corporation. The corporation
wouldhold the obligatory stocks for the companies, and by being able to
take advantage of economiesof scale otherwise not available to small firms,
the corporation wouldreduce the costs of stockpiling to the industry as a
whole and therefore to consumers. The corporation’s debt would be
financed by the capital market, and the running costs wouldbe paid by the
members--i.e, the oil companies. This would remove the grounds for the
fears of the independents that the financial burden of holding stocks would
be too high.
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After a year of negotiations, the various segmentsof the oil industry and
the governmentreached an agreement on the structure of this corporation
and in the fall of 1978, the Erdolbevorratungsverband (EBV)was established. The most important feature of the EBVprogramis that it removes
obligatory stocks from the balance sheets of the oil companies. It also
causes emergencyreserve to be segregated administratively, and to some
extent physically, from commercialinventories.
As a parallel effort, the Germangovernmentdecided in 1970 to create a
Federal Reserve of 8 million tons (about 70 million barrels, equivalent to
approximately a 25-day supply of current net imports). This government
stockpile was scheduledto be completedby 1980, but the 1979Iranian crisis
has caused a delay. The Federal Reserve is stored in undergroundcavities
near Etzel in northern Germany.
The development of the Federal Reserve and the EBVindicates that the
Germangovernmentis willing to intervene in the oil industry for energy
security purposes. Its policies for the use of these stocks, however,are very
conservative. The governmentis reluctant to use its emergencystock as a
first line of defenseto disruptions (for example,as buffers to stabilize prices).
The Germanssupport the view that subcrisis managementcan be handled
by the market.
The Germansfeel that the price of oil could climb above $40/bbl before
they would attempt to draw downstockpiles to restrain price increases.
Moreover, German law states that the German government has widespread control over the oil industry only in the case of a "real" (IEA
designated) emergency; thus, it is not clear that the West German
government could easily manage the drawdownof stocks in a less than
severe crisis. On the other hand, the Germansfeel that whena real crisis
arrives, their governmentis better prepared to use their crisis instruments
than the United States or any other country (67).
JAPANThe government agency responsible for energy regulations in
Japan is the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI). MITI’s
authority over oil affairs derives from the Basic Petroleum Lawof 1962,
which gave M1TIthe right to grant licenses for the construction of new
refineries, recommendmodifications in refinery production plans, and
establish a "standard price" for oil products during the crises. MITIdoes
not rely strictly on specific laws for its authority, however, but depends
more generally on the traditional understanding that exists between
government and industry.
In terms of oil stockpiling policy, MITI first "guided" Japanese oil
companiestoward holding a 60-day supply of oil in reserve in 1972. At that
time the average stock level held by the companies for Commercial
operating requirements was about a 45-day supply. MITI hoped to meet
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the 60-daytarget by 19751but the oil crisis of 1973-1974upset this schedule.
Japan’s decision to join the lEAin 1974established a newstorage target ; a
90-day supply of net oil imports by 1980. This muchhigher target would
have a far greater impact on the oil industry, persuading MITI to seek
formal, legislative approval and authority to require the oil companiesto
increase their stock levels in a schedule designed to meet the 90-daysupply
target. The Petroleum Stockpiling Lawof 1975 was the result.
This law empowersMITIto "set an objective in terms of the stockpiling
ofoil for the followingfour fiscal years." MITImust detail its objectives for
each year in ordinances that define the stockpiling obligations of oil
refiners, marketers, and importers. Later in 1975, a MITIordinance stated
that the national storage target for 1976 would be a 70-day supply. This
national obligation was parceled out of the various kinds of companiesas
follows : refining companieswere obliged to store a 55-day supply based on
their average product output in the preceding year; marketing companies,
a 15-day supply calculated from their sales volumein the previous year;
and product importing companies, a 45-day supply based on their import
volume in the previous year. The plan was that MITI would adjust these
companyobligations yearly as it gradually increases the national stockpile
target to a 90-day supply based on the previous year’s oil sales by 1980, and
perhaps a 120-day supply by 1985.
The storage target, being expressed in days, will contain a different
amount of oil each year, in contrast to the American reserve, whose
quantity will be fixed. The volumeof oil in the stockpile will dependupon
the level of Japan’s oil consumption.
Most of the Japanese National Oil Company’s (JNOC) stockpiling
efforts interface with private Japanese companies. JNOCprovides funds
and low-interest loans to local governmentsto secure storage facilities and
to private companies to subsidize the maintenance of higher inventory
levels. JNOChas also created government-industry joint stockpiling
companies. These companies have been designated to construct and
operate additional storage facilities under leasing arrangements.
By law, MITI has established oil inventory levels to be maintained by
each private oil company. During 1979, mandated targets for oil stocks
were to reach 90 days of historical consumptionlevels. Certain companies
were granted exemptions if their crude supplies were tight. By December
1979, Japan’s total oil stocks were at record levels, and MITIinstructed
Japanese companiesto draw downtheir inventories in stock levels to serve
general economicobjectives (68).
The analysis in (67) suggests that Japan will seriously consider a newoil
emergencyagreement to supplement its existing oil emergencypolicies and
its participation
in the IEA. Although the Japanese government is
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concentrating on improvementsin economyand efficiency in energy use, it
does have large oil stocks (as do the United States and West Germany)and
realizes that, under the present lEA frameworkfor stock management,no
formal policies exist for their use.
FRANCE
The French government has been an important factor in the
operation of the petroleum industry at least since 1928, when the Loi
Poincare gave the governmentpowers to regulate the oil market. Although
in 1978 the government announced it would liberalize the domestic
petroleum market, it still remains under firm governmentcontrols.
Stockpiling policies have been imposed since 1928 also. In 1951,
refineries were required to maintain the equivalent of 10 days of their
average crude oil imports at all times. Another requirement instituted in
1958 and modified in January 1975 required all importers to maintain
stockpiles equivalent to 25~ of their inland sales during the preceding
twelve months. This obligation is widely referred to as the "90-day"
requirement.
Unlike the German storage program, the French program does not
impose variable obligations on oil refiners and importers. The same
obligation falls on any companylicensed to import crude oil or finished
products.
The French storage obligations today are less controversial than the
storage regulations in Germanyfor a numberof reasons. First there are not
as manyproduct importers. Second, the requirements have been in force
since 1958 ; the companiesbuilt up their stocks whenoil was cheap. Third,
the French system of regulations gives the government control and also
enables the companiesto earn a "fair" return on their investment.
The French government has not agreed to remove the obligatory stock
debt from the oil industry’s balance sheets as the Germangovernmenthas
done, but it does attempt to equalize the impact of the storage expenses on
companycash flows.
Only insofar as the demandfor French oil increases are there formal
plans to increase the size of the national stockpile. There are no government
requirements that stocks be located in centralized storage facilities; thus,
stocks tend to be widely dispersed and refineries tend to shift their excess
product stocks to downstreambulk terminals. This dispersal is explicitly
encouragedby the technical specifications of the regulation (69).
ITALYThe Italian government’sintervention into oil affairs dates back to
the 1920s, when the government created a number of state holding
companies that evolved into Ente Nazionale Idrocarburi (ENI)--the fully
integrated and international energy corporation in operation today.
Decrees in 1961 and 1976 established Italy’s national storage target at
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stocks equivalent to 90 days of the previous calendar year’s domestic sales.
The burden of providing these stocks is divided between the owners of
storage facilities (nonrefiners) and the refining industry. The owners
storage facilities are required to maintain as a minimum
level of fill 20~ of
the capacities of their tanks. This 20~fill provisionis a uniquefeature of the
Italian program. It applies not only to oil businesses such as wholesalers,
but also to any company or individual owning the requisite storage
capacity. Thus, trucking firms, electrical utilities, petrochemicalcompanies,
and other large-scale oil users are subject to the storage regulations.
The practice of including part of the nonoil industry stocks in the’
national storage target, and hence of treating these stocks as a kind of
emergencyreserve, is the most extreme form of amalgamation of emergency
reserves with commercial inventories. However, (69) argues that these
reserves wouldexist even without regulation.
APPENDIX

B

Private Stocks, Public Stocks, and Market Equilibrium
Asin the text, to study the interaction of public and private stocks, we begin
with the following stylized model of the short run. Let production QSand
consumption demand QObe responsive to ~e ,current period price P.
Production and consumption are subject to random additive disturbances
es~ and end, respectively, which are assumed to be independently and
identically distributed with meanzero and variances a~ and a~, respectively. Total demandis the sum of consumption and speculative inventory
demand.
Speculators trade in inventories on the spot market in anticipation of
changes in price, and are assumedto be risk-neutral, so that they maximize
expectedprofit. Let the objective of the speculators over the period (t, t + 1)
be
P
h
maxhE~{(((1 + ~)-~P,+ - , )I~-- ~ I~)},

B1.

where I represents the end-of-period stock level and
denotes the expectation operator conditional on info~ation available at
time t. The first te~ represents speculative gains on the stock held, the
second, holding costs. Holding stocks is assumed to be costly--in fact,
increasingly costly--in the size of the stock due to paymentsto factors fixed
in the short run, such as storage Ndlities, tankers, and pipelines. Thus
changes in price expectations cannot be fully acted upon inst~taneousIy.
Wefollow the literature in modelingsuch costs as quadratic, the simplest
specification of "diminishing returns"; these costs are indexed by the
parameter h.
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As with most other specifications since the original development by Muth
(1961), the holdings of risk-neutral speculators are a function of the
expected increase in price, taking into account the cost of adjusting stock
levels, a 2 Inventory demand(stock change) is just
I,- I,_ ~ = h- ~ [(1 + 6)- *(E,P,+ ~ - E,_ t P,)- (e, - P,_

B3.

The spot price, solves the following equation for market equilibrium :

- h- t(p, _ p; ~) + co, = QS(Pt) + es,.

B4.

Under simplifying assumptions of linear responses of supply and demand
to price, we have
Qo(p,) = A-aP,,

and

QS(p,) = B + bPt.

B5.
B6.

Hence Equation B4 can be rewritten as
A - aP, + em + h- ~[(1
- (1 + 6)- ~ E,_ ~P, + P~_x] = B + bP, + es,,

BT.

O~

[b+a+h-x]Pt

= A--B+em--est
+h-~[(I+6)-~(E,P,+~-E,_tP,)+P,_~].

B8.

For simplicity, consider the case in which6 = 0. If we define the long-run
average price obtained when expectations are realized (EtPt+
E,_ ~ P, = p,) by ~, then it follows that

p=A-n

Bg.

a+b "

Let lower-case variables be defined in deviation form (i.e. Pt = Pt-~).
Under the assumptions of rational ex~ctations, we solve the second-order
inhomogeneousdifference Equation B8 by standard methods to yield
~Dt

Pt ~ ~Pt-1 + a+b+ 2h_~ _h_~,

B10.

~2 For a moregeneral inte~emporal
optimi~ngmodelof oil inventory~haviorunder
uncert~nty,s~ (50).
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whereg is the root within the unit circle of the quadratic equation h lg2 _
(a + b + 2h- t)~e + h- t = 0. Equation B10corresponds to Equation 1 in the
text, where/3= (a + b +2h- ~ -h- ~z)- ~t
Henceeven transitory shocks exhibit persistance effects on the spot price
because of the behavior of inventories. Moreover, both the one-period and
asymptotic variances of the spot price increase with ~, since
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tr2°+ as2
tr~2(1) = (a + b + 2h- x - h- 1~)2, and

1 _~2"

B 11.

B12.

Note that since d~t/da < 0, the steeper is the demandcurve for oil, the
smaller is the initial increase in price and the loweris the persistence. Hence,
policies such as oil import tariff-~ or certain types of buffer stock
stabilization policies (whicheffectively raise a) can mitigate both the impact
and the long-run effects of transitory shocks on prices.
Wecan easily extend the above analysis to the case of serially correlated
quantity shocks. Supposethat demandand supply shocks follow first-order
autoregressive processes (AR(1)):
8Dr = DOSOt- 1 -1- YDt,

B13.

and

B14.

~st =Psest- t +Vst,
where rot and Vst are white noise and

Using Equations B 13 and B l~l for the demandand supply shocks, we can
rewrite Equation B8 as
E,(P, + ~ l-h- t - (a + b + 2h- ’)L + h-I 2] }= _ (co,-- es ,),
where L denotes the lag operator.
expectations is just

n 15.

The solution to B15 given rational

P, = ~Pt- ~ + T(1 - Tpo)vo~-T(1 - Tps)Vs,,

B 16.

where~z is the root within the unit circle of the quadratic equation contained
within the brackets in B15and ? is the root outside the unit circle.
Nowpersistence effects comealso from the serial correlation parameters
Po and Ps. Equation B16 points up the need to consider the structural
parameters determining ~ (and ~). As ~ and ~ tend toward unity, the
existence of serial correlation amplifies the price effects of shocks. The
variance of the spot price is also higher when the shocks are serially
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correlated. Finally, if the shocks are serially correlated, then changesin ct
induced by policy changes have all the more impact.
It is clear from Equation B13 that as long as supply shocks are purely
transitory, inventories will be drawndownin response to a negative supply
shock, since
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dlt
d(-~s,)

fl(~-l)

< 0, where ~) h-l(dp,/d(-est))

B17.

Speculative accumulationrequires either serially correlated shocks or the
’’13
expectation
that the disruption will "get worse.
Following this stylized model when shocks follow AR(1) processes,
note that the response of private stocks to a supply shock in the current
period is
dIt
d(- vs,)

- v(p~-O-~)).

B18.

For negative supply shocks (est < 0), Equation B18 implies that private
shocks will increase if Ps > 1 - ~. That is, the likelihood of stock accumulation in response to a supply disruption is greater the higher the serial
correlation of the shocks (Ps) and/or the higher the intertemporal
correlation of price changes(~).
In the text, we considered the impact of optimal public stockpile behavior
on private stockpiling and the world price. As in the text, suppose that the
public stockpile is used in accordance with an assumedeconomicpolicy of
maximizing real income (output less payments for imported intermediate
goods). Output Y of a single final good is produced from oil QOand other
factors X according to the production function
Yt = F(Qt~,X); Ft, 2 >0, andFit, F22 <0.
B19.
All oil is imported, and oil is the only imported intermediate input. Nonoil
factor supplies are fixed.
The stockpile authority is assumedto be risk-neutral, and its objective is
to maximizereal income(by minimizingoil price increases) less the cost
carrying out the stockpile programand adjusting stockpile levels, subject to
the constraint that stockpile releases not exceed the amountof oil held in
the reserve. Theproblemis to choosethe stockpile level I v in period t so that
max,rE, Y~-P,Q~°+((1 +~)-~Pt+~-P,)IVt - ~ IV, ~ ,

B20.

13 Oneexamplemight be an AR(2)process in whichthe first lagged coefficient is greater than
unity and the second is negative.
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subject to the constraint that
I~ = I~_ x + St, I~ >~ O,

B21.

where6 is the discountrate. Again,the quadratictermis a proxyfor the cost
of adjusting stock levels. Assumingthat the nonnegativity constraint does
not bind, the solution to B20can be written as
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I~’ = h- 1((1 + 6)- 1E, P,+ 1 -P,)-- h- leered
~t- 1
B22.
= (h + (e- 1)~)- ~((1 + 6)- ~E,P,+~ -- P,-where ~ = ~.
dP/dl
There is a clear distinction betweenthe optimization problemfor the
public stockpile authority and the problemfor the private fi~ stated
earlier. The public authority pays attention to aggregate output. Pfvate
firms do not consider the macroeconomiceffects of their stockpiling
behavior;that is, they do not consider the impactof their transactions on
the world oil price. The last term in Equation B22 captures this market
powereffect. Ceteris paribus, the larger the oil consumption,
the greaterwill
be the stockpile release b~auseof the benefits of loweringthe price paid on
the inframarNnalbarrels. EquationB22 makesclear the role of persistence
in determiningthe optimalpublic stockpile policy. Thatissue is pursuedin
moredetail in the text in the context of international cooperation in
stockpile drawdowns.
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